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About This Game

Dream Channel is a 'choose your own adventure' VR series about gangsters who buy and sell dreams on the black market.
Players enter a VR world (The Dream Channel) and soon discover that their dreams have been stolen too! The starting sector for

the story is the DJ sector where DJs play sets from the virtual night clubs - seamlessly monetised using Gaze Coin.

To gain access to the world you will also need to download the free Gaze Coin app from Google Play or the App Store, setup
your wallet and then use it to scan the QR code and gain access to the world. Your wallet can then be used to earn gaze coins as

you explore the Dream Channel sectors.

Features include

A unique Gaze based navigation system where teleporting becomes optional. Instead you can simply look toward the
direction that you wish to travel and then you will start to move in that direction after a short moment. The same applies
to entering apartments - Just look at an apartment to enter it.
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 Pressing the trigger on a Vive controller activates an arc teleporter system. You can use this as an alternative to gaze
based teleportation or as a way to speed it up.

As you walk around the streets you will hear music and sounds around you which will change as you get closer to various
apartments. This feature will help guide you to the style of music and content that appeals to you the most.

The names of apartments that you have not yet visited will be overlaid to help guide you toward new content and
complete missions. Head to the DJ Sector if you are a music lover and to Riot Kittens for a completely unique choose
your own adventure experience.
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Title: Dream Channel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play
Developer:
Dream Channel
Publisher:
Dream Channel
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

English
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